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Legislative Council Panel on Housing
Disclosure of Saleable Area in Sales Descriptions
for Residential Properties

Purpose
This paper updates Members on the latest developments in
enhancing the transparency of saleable area (SA) disclosure in sales
descriptions for residential properties.

Background
2.
At the meeting of this Panel on 2 April 2007, we briefed
Members on various proposals to enhance the transparency of SA
disclosure in residential property sales descriptions. Concerned parties
including the Consumer Council (CC), Estate Agents Authority (EAA),
Real Estate Developers Association of Hong Kong (REDA) and Hong
Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS) have since then proceeded with the
implementation of some enhancement measures and continued with the
review of the existing SA code of measurement. The paragraphs below
set out the latest developments in the respective areas.

Developments
HKIS’ review of the SA code of measurement
3.
After the last Panel meeting, HKIS carried out consultations
with various stakeholders, including CC, REDA, relevant Government
departments, etc. on its proposed revisions of the SA code of
measurement (the code), and held a discussion forum with its members.
HKIS is considering the comments received and will revise its proposal
as necessary. It intends to seek further comments from parties
concerned before finalizing its proposal.
4.
Upon completion of the review by HKIS, we will examine the
implications of the revised code and consider the need to review the
relevant provisions of the Consent Scheme, including the definition of SA
and the requirements about disclosing floor area information.
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Improving the REDA guidelines
5.
In order to increase buyers’ awareness of SA information, we
have urged REDA to include in its guidelines requirements to improve
the presentation of SA in sales brochures and price lists. REDA has
responded positively and asked its members to implement the following
measures –
(a)

highlight information on SA in sales brochures eg. by using
larger font size; and

(b) disclose SA in price lists, including listing out separately the
area of balcony, bay window, roof, flat roof, utility platform,
etc.
We will monitor the operation of the new measures to make sure that the
information required is provided in sales brochures and price lists.
6.
In light of recent public concerns about floor height
information, we have requested REDA to improve the clarity of floor
height information disclosed in sales descriptions. We will further liaise
with REDA to work out the possible improvement measures.
Promoting consumer education
7.
To cope with changing consumer expectations, we have
worked with CC and EAA the necessary updates to the Notes to
Purchasers of First-hand Residential Properties (the note). The revised
note at Annex reminds prospective purchasers that they have to pay
particular attention to the SA of the properties they intend to purchase.
The revised note also promotes the channels of public comments or
complaints by listing out the hotlines and fax numbers of CC, EAA,
REDA and Transport and Housing Bureau.
Enhancing regulation of estate agents
8.
Estate agents also play an important part in enhancing buyers’
understanding and awareness of floor area information. In this regard,
EAA has maintained its surveillance efforts to ensure that estate agents
provide prospective buyers with accurate information on floor area. It
will take enforcement actions against estate agents for any professional
misconduct, including misrepresentation of property size.
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Way Forward
9.
We will continue to monitor developers’ disclosure of property
information and consider the need for improvement measures in the light
of public comments and the results of the review by HKIS of the SA
code.
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